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Rt Hon Oliver Dowden MP 

Department of Culture, Media and Sport 
100 Parliament Street, 
London  

SW1A 2BQ 
 
 

By email         
05/07/2021 

 
Dear Oliver, 
 

Newcastle United Football Club – Arbitration  

 

I am writing to you as the Member of Parliament for Newcastle Central, and therefore for St 
James Park, on the issue of transparency in the arbitration of the proposed takeover of the club – 
a subject which raises passionate emotions amongst Newcastle United fans. In September 2020 I 

presented a petition on behalf of 21,000 Newcastle United fans that greater transparency from 
the Premier League following the collapse of the Newcastle United takeover, to which you 
responded that it was “crucial that fans’ views and perspectives are listened to”. I know you 

believe that this is a matter for the club but you have also, more recently said “Just as the 
Government wouldn’t hesitate to act when other treasured areas of our national life are under 
threat, nor will we hesitate to protect one of our greatest national institutions: football.” 

 
I expect then that you will have little doubt that the current arbitration process in the dispute 
between the Premier League and the current owner, Mike Ashley, should be conducted as 

transparently as possible. There is already a lack of confidence in the process amongst fans, and 
more generally the perception that the Premier League serves a narrow elite within a narrow elite 
– six super clubs who almost formed the Super League. That breakaway attempt was stopped 

not by the Premier League, or by politicians but by football fans as a whole. They did not do so in 
order to concentrate more unaccountable power in the hands of the Premier League. Rumours 
are circulating in the press that those same big six clubs are intervening in the takeover 

arbitration. 
 
It surely serves no one by keeping the arbitration process a secret, and only makes it easier for 
rumours to circulate and misinformation to be spread, as well as showing a lack of accountability 

in football governance which your government is committed to addressing. Whether through the 
Premier leagues internal process or through the separate complaint lodged through CAT, the 
Premier League hiding away from Newcastle fans the process by which decisions are made is a 

betrayal of trust and I cannot conceive what possible legitimate commercial interest is being 
served by doing so.  
 

I hope you will join me in insisting that the Premier League make the process as transparent as 
possible, and intervening where you can in this process to allow fair and open decision making. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitehall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
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Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Chi Onwurah                                                                                  
Labour MP for Newcastle upon Tyne Central 
Shadow Minister for Digital, Science and Technology 


